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Abstract: Data is the last defense line of security, in order to prevent data loss,
no matter where the data is stored, copied or transmitted, it is necessary to
accurately detect the data type, and further clarify the form and encryption
structure of the data transmission process to ensure the accuracy of the
data, so as to prevent data leakage, take the data characteristics as the core,
use transparent encryption and decryption technology as the leading, and
According to the data element characteristics such as identity authentication,
authority management, outgoing management, file audit and external device
management, the terminal data is marked with attributes to form a data
leakage prevention module with data function, so as to control the data in
the whole life cycle from creation, storage, transmission, use to destruction,
no matter whether the data is stored in the server, PC or mobile device,
provide unified policy management, form ecological data chain with vital
characteristics, and provide comprehensive protection system for file dynamic
encryption transmission, such as prevention in advance, control in the event,
and audit after the event, so as to ensure the security of dynamic encryption
in the process of file transmission, ensure the core data of the file, and help the
enterprise keep away from the risk of data leakage.
Keywords: Terminal data; data anti disclosure; dynamic symmetric key;
dncryption algorithm; secure transmission

1 Introduction

With the development of the era of big data, when we controlled data before, most of them are
strongly controlled and they all are directly isolated or fully encrypted. We call it cage and shackle
control, which brings a lot of unnecessary troubles in the actual data production, use, and flow [1].
People need to deal with data in a more flexible way. At this time, intelligent data security control came
into being. The administrator can control the data according to the importance of the data [2]. Few
people will pay attention to the content of the document, and the management of the data is relatively
simple. Generally, it is full encryption and full authorization. The importance of the document is not
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original work is properly cited.
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distinguished. However, with the development of the society, the format of the document is more and
more, and owing to the continuous outbreak of security events, the degree of the attention people
pay to the data has changed [3], and the data is divided into structured data and unstructured data.
More attention is paid to the sensitive information in the document content, what are the applications
of using documents, and different management and storage for different types of documents and
documents with different contents. By using regular expression and hash table to find keywords, data
leakage can be detected. With the development of network information transmission technology, a
large number of files and data need to be transmitted on the network, and the security of file data
transmission has attracted people’s great attention. In the process of data terminal file transmission,
it is easy to be invaded by plaintext, which leads the leakage of data terminal files. So it is necessary to
design the secure transmission of data terminal file. Therefore, it is of great significance to study the
encrypted and secure transmission of data terminal files to ensure the output security of data terminal
files [4].
Combined with random coding design method, the design of secure transmission of data terminal
files is based on the encryption design of data terminal files. Traditional data encryption methods
mainly include ellipse encryption. By constructing the security key of the data terminal file information
encryption, the ellipse encryption method adopts the arithmetic coding design scheme to design the
self-adaptive feature classification and vector quantization coding of the data terminal file storage
information [5]. Because the combination structure of the data terminal file is simple and the network
space has the characteristics of self-organization, the security encryption performance of the data
terminal file is not good, so it needs to be optimized to design the encryption key of data terminal file.
Curve encryption method: firstly, build the secure transmission protocol model of data terminal file [6],
Then, use encryption method to design the encryption of data terminal file, construct the key protocol
of data terminal file encryption, Finally, combine arithmetic coding and encryption key construction
method to realize the secure transmission of data terminal file, which can effectively reduce the data
terminal file leakage of components, but redundant data will be generated [7].
For the above problems, in this paper, a research method based on dynamic encryption secure
transmission of the terminal data anti disclosure file is proposed. It constructs security transmission
ciphertext protocol of the data terminal file, uses the agent-free key release protocol to access the
data terminal file control, increases the security of the file transmission process by designing dynamic
symmetric key [8]. In the file level of data terminal, the data element feature filtering coding technology
is implemented. Through real-time interception of reading or writing requests of file system, the file
is dynamically tracked and transparently encrypted or decrypted. The encryption or decryption of
the file is dynamic and transparent, which does not change the user’s operating habits. The format
and state of the original file are not changed due to the characteristics of the data itself, which is
combined with the bilinear mapping method to design the key construction and arithmetic coding
in the process of the security encryption of data terminal file. According to the strength of plaintext
attack, the scrambling degree of dynamic symmetric key encryption of data terminal file is rearranged,
which effectively solves the problem of data leakage in traditional methods and reduces the generation
of redundant data. The simulation results show the advantages of this method in improving the secure
encrypted transmission of data terminal files.
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2 Encryption Structure of Data Terminal Against the Transmission of Leaked Files
2.1 Data Terminal Anti Disclosure File Protocol

In order to realize the secure transmission of data terminal files, the ciphertext protocol for the
secure transmission of data terminal files is constructed firstly, and the access control of data terminal
files is carried out by using the agent-free key release protocol [9]. The number of secure ciphertext
transfer functions for the encryption of data terminal files in the limited domain is Decrypt(sk, c∗ )A =
T = (ti,j )mi,j=1 , Where A is the encryption matrix and T is the control matrix. Based on the symmetric
encryption algorithm to construct the key, the searchable encryption key of the data terminal file
security transmission is obtained as follows:
⎞⎛
⎞
⎛
t1,1 · · · t1,m
a1,1 · · · a1,m
⎜
.. ⎟ ⎜ ..
.. ⎟
..
Decrypt(sk, c∗ )T −1 A = ⎝ ... . . .
(1)
.
. ⎠⎝ .
. ⎠
tm,1 · · · tm,m
am,1 · · · am,m
A method supporting access control is used to authorize encryption control of unencrypted data
in data terminal files, and a structural analysis model of data terminal files is constructed to obtain
the proxy re-encryption key protocol of data terminal files:
−1

−1 T

−1 (α ,··· ,αm )
∗
1
A(α1 ,··· ,αm )
⎞
⎛ −1Decrypt(sk, c −1)(T )⎞ ⎛
α1 t1,1 · · · α1 t1,m
α1 a1,1 · · · αm a1,m
⎟ ⎜ ..
⎟
⎜
..
..
..
..
..
=⎝
⎠⎝ .
⎠
.
.
.
.
.
−1
−1
αm tm,1 · · · αm tm,m
α1 am,1 · · · αm am,m

(2)

Considering the randomness of the parameters, the encryption key is reset, and the length of the
key is n. The re-encryption key protocol is used to expand the key, and the key expansion sequence
is obtained X = x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , In the process of keyword ciphertext search, the proxy re encrypted
ciphertext of data terminal file is obtained as Sn = x1 + x2 + . . . + xn , Use its own private key for
ciphertext reorganization, output as:
⎛
⎞
t1,1 · · · t1,m
⎜
.. ⎟
(3)
Decrypt(sk, c∗ )AA−1 = ⎝ ... . . .
. ⎠
tm,1 · · · tm,m
The key encryption algorithm is used for random linear processing of data terminal files [10], and the
public key encryption sequence of data terminal files is as follows:
−1
∗
Decrypt(sk,
c∗ )A(α1 ,··· ,αm ) Decrypt(sk,
⎞ ⎛ −1 c )(A )
⎞
⎛
α1 a1,1 · · · αm a1,m
α1 t1,1 · · · α1 −1 t1,m
⎟⎜
⎟
⎜
..
..
..
..
..
= ⎝ ...
⎠⎝
⎠
.
.
.
.
.
−1
−1
α1 am,1 · · · αm am,m
αm tm,1 · · · αm tm,m

(4)

Linear encryption is applied to the specified keywords to get the characteristic distribution value
of ciphertext protocol e = h(m), The key ciphertext is used to return to the user, and the arithmetic
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coding is designed [11–13], and the quantitative characteristic equation of data terminal file security
transmission is obtained:
⎛ −1
⎞
α1 t1,1 · · · α1 −1 t1,m
⎜
⎟
..
..
..
Decrypt(sk, c∗ )(A(α1 ,··· ,αm ) )−1 = e · ⎝
⎠
.
.
.
(5)
−1
−1
αm tm,1 · · · αm tm,m
T
= e · (A−1 )
Based on this, a ciphertext protocol for secure file transmission of data terminal is constructed.
Combined with the elliptic linear construction method [14–16], the ciphertext transmission structure
model of data terminal file encryption is obtained as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Ciphertext transmission structure model of data terminal file encryption
2.2 Dynamic Key Construction

This paper constructs the dynamic symmetric key of the data terminal file, combines the bilinear
mapping method to construct the key and design the arithmetic coding in the process of data terminal
file security encryption. According to the indistinguishability of the ciphertext, the hash function of
data terminal file encryption is obtained as follows P(x):
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P(x) = 2[1−ϕ(S
obs )]

1
= 2 1− √
2π
2
=√
2π

Sobs

e−2 dx

−∞

+∞

e−2 dx
Sobs

(6)

+∞
2
−2
=√
S e dx
π √obs
2

Sobs
= √
2

If statistics Sobs ≥ 0.01, Open system public parameters meet
ϕ ∈ {0, 1}, Represented as a 1-bit encoding map, the data owner will first select a random value to
obtain the linear encoding feature distribution function of the data terminal file:
f (I) =

p(x) ∗ I,

s=0

1 − (1 − p(x)) ∗ I,

s=1

(7)

Inside, I indicates the private key of the file sender of the data terminal, and sets the initial value
I = [0, 1], With any sender dividing the plaintext message into n blocks, using the dynamic symmetric
key encryption method, the public key encryption protocol is obtained as follows:
⎧
x/P(x1 ), x ∈ I1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ (x − P(x1 ))/P(x2 ), x ∈ I2
(8)
f (x) =
... ...
⎪
⎪
⎪
n−1
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎩ (x − P(xi ))/P(xn ), x ∈ In
i=1

Inside P(xi )(i = 1, . . . , n) represents the probability interval of ciphertext distribution of data
terminal file, constructs the arithmetic coding model of data terminal file according to the number of
public key components, and obtains the key satisfaction:
f (x) =

KC1 × KS1
f (I)

(9)

Inside, KC1 is the minimum value of the public key component, KS1 Maximum value. Key
design of dynamic symmetric key encryption with homomorphic encryption scheme, Take the inverse
function of f (x) as:
⎧
⎪
⎪ P(x1 )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ P(x2 ) + P(x1 )
−1
(10)
f (x) =
...
⎪
⎪
⎪
n−1
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎩ P(xn ) + P(xi )
i=1
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Read the ciphertext sequence to realize the dynamic symmetric key construction of the data
terminal file, as shown in Fig. 2.
w0

w1

w2

w4

w5

w6

w7

w41 w42

w43

w40

w3

f

Figure 2: Dynamic symmetric key construction of data terminal file

3 Optimization of Encryption and Decryption Algorithm and Implementation of Secure Transmission
3.1 Encryption and Decryption Algorithm

On the basis of the above construction of ciphertext protocol for secure transmission of data
terminal files, the design of dynamic symmetric key and the optimization of encryption algorithm are
carried out . In this paper, the research method of secure transmission of dynamic encryption of data
terminal files based on anti-leakage of data terminal is proposed, and the average mutual information
function of encryption is designed by combining the bilinear mapping method for the key construction
and arithmetic coding in the process of secure-encryption of data terminal files Number is:
H=−

n


log2 (P(xi ))

(11)

i=1

Coding extended sequences of bilinear maps s = {si , i = 1 . . . M|si ∈ S}, The information entropy
of homomorphic encryption is calculated as:
Pn =

1
card{si |si = Sn }
M

(12)

Inside, Sn ∈ S, n = 1 . . . N, M is the number of traversal of the extended sequence, and the
random permutation method is used to obtain the file security extended key of the data terminal
x = (x1 , · · · , xm )T ∈ GF(2n )m , Through key mapping, the encryption function of data terminal file
security transmission is obtained as follows:
I i = f −1 (x)(I i+1 )

(13)

size(I i ) = P(xi )size(I i+1 )

(14)
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The coding protocol for constructing data terminal file encryption in limited domain is
RkeyGen(param, rskIDi , IDi , IDj ), In the data terminal file combination sequence x1 x2 x3 . . . xr ,
According to the dynamic symmetric encryption key protocol, the public key of the nth encryption bit
sequence is obtained ki , li ∈ Zq∗ . Set the key of data terminal file encryption rkij , Make homomorphic
public key t0 = H1 (g, g1 , g2 , g3 , h), Get the arithmetic coding protocol of data terminal file encryption:
(rk1ij , rk2ij , rk3ij , rk4ij , rk5ij , rk6ij )
x−1 (t0 −ti )

x

= (gxi ki , (gt0 h)xi ki , xj , sri i
i

Inside:

u (t −t )
k = e gki , g1 ui (t0 −ti ) g1j j 0

x−1 (tj −t0 )

srj i

, k, gki )

(15)

l

e(gki , ski1 g1i )
ki

e((g h) , g )
t0

ui

e(g, g1 )−ki li

(16)

Using the closed-loop encryption method of integer polynomial, the output encryption result is:
C → S : ClientHello{Verc , CipherSuitec , Rc , SessionID}
S → C : ServerHello{Vers , CipherSuites , Rs , SessionID}
The decryption algorithm is:
Decrypt (sk,c∗ ,z): The ciphertext of the data terminal file is q0 , When satisfied q0 ← Z ∩ [0,2γ /π ),
→
Dynamic symmetric key for secure file transfer of data terminal −
m = (mi,j ), the output decryption key
is: param = {G1 , G2 , e, g, g2 , g3 , h, H1 , H2 }, Therefore, the encryption and decryption algorithm design
of data terminal file security transmission is realized.
3.2 Data Terminal File Security Transmission

The linear bit stream model of data terminal file security encryption is given as follows s =
{si , i = 1 . . . M|si ∈ S}, Initialize the sensitive characteristic coefficient, and the dynamic symmetric
key of file encryption is:
C → S : Certificate{Certc }
C → S : ClientKeyExchange{Kc }
C → S : CertificateVerify{{hash(messages)}Pc −1 }
Combined with homomorphic encryption scheme, the optimal transmission control equation of
the file is obtained as follows:
B(x) =

x · pn ,

x ∈ [0, p)

(1 − x) · pn ,

x ∈ [p, 1]

(17)

In the process of data terminal file security transmission and encryption, the key construction and
self-adaptive coding are realized by p parameters. According to the strength of plaintext attack, the
scrambling degree of dynamic symmetric key encryption of data terminal file is rearranged. The
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random linear coding method is used to realize dynamic symmetric key encryption of data terminal
file.
4 Simulation Experiment and Result Analysis

In order to test the performance of this method in the implementation of data terminal file security
encryption, a simulation experiment is carried out. Through regular expression detection (identifier),
keyword and keyword pair detection, document attribute detection, the basic detection method uses
the conventional detection technology to search and match the content, and the more common ones
are regular expression and keyword. These two methods can make clear sensitive information content
be detected; document attribute detection is mainly aimed at document type, document size and
document name. The detection of document type is based on file format rather than suffix name. For
the scenario of modifying suffix name, file type detection can accurately detect the type of detected file,
And we can identify the document of special file type format through custom features. The experiment
is designed with MATLAB 7, The length of random coding sequence of file data of data terminal is
1024, The length of the plaintext bit sequence is 200, The strength of plaintext attack is 20 dB, The
initial sequence of encrypted bits is:
101010010100101010011001010000100111101001011110111010000100011110011110010111100
111111111010011111100111011100000011010110110
Set the encryption parameters of the data terminal file as the initialization parameters, and
conduct the data terminal file encryption simulation according to the parameter settings in Tab. 1.
Table 1: Experimental parameter settings
Parameter
setting

t0

M

l

e

ϕ

Parameter
value

54

43

15

0.56

0.52

Inside, t0 is homomorphic public key, M is the number of iterations of the extended sequence,
l is the public key of the encryption, e is the characteristic distribution value, ϕ 22 is public system
parameter.
Build the dynamic symmetric key of the data terminal file, use the random linear encoding method
to realize the dynamic symmetric key encryption of the data terminal file, and get the test results of
the encryption performance of the terminal file as shown in Fig. 3.
Analysis of Fig. 3 shows that unencrypted files can be easily detected, with poor transmission
security. However, for encrypted files, the longer the bit sequence is divided into blocks, the lower
the transmission recognition rate is, Focus on the mandatory encryption, the transparency of use, the
thoroughness of confidentiality, the application independence, and the flexibility of expansion. Use the
terminal data element feature filtering and coding technology. Therefore, the method in this paper has
better performance in encrypting and secure transmission of data terminal files, stronger anti attack
ability, and improved the secure transmission performance of files.
In order to further verify the encryption effect of this method, we use literature [10] method,
literature [12] method and this method to detect the encryption time-consuming, and the result is
shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3: Encryption performance test. (a) Test results without file, (b) Encrypted file detection results
Analysis of Fig. 4 shows that the larger the file is, the longer the file encryption time is. When the
file size is 15 KB, the encryption time of document [10] method is 13 s, that of document [12] method
is 17 s, and that of this method is 1 s. When the file size is 50 KB, the encryption time of document
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method is 27 s, the encryption time of document method is 36 s, and the encryption time of this method
is 2S. The encryption time of this method is always shorter and the encryption efficiency is higher.

Figure 4: Comparison of encryption time in different methods
The data integrity of file transfer under different methods is tested, and the test results are as
follows.
According to Fig. 5, file size is related to data transmission integrity. When the file size is 15 KB,
the data transmission integrity of document [10] method is 75%, the data transmission integrity of
document [12] method is 69%, the data transmission integrity of this method is 94%, and the data
integrity of this method is high. When the file size is 60 KB, the data transmission integrity of document
[10] method is 78%, the data transmission integrity of document [12] method is 68%, and the data
transmission integrity of our method is 93%. The data integrity of this method has been kept at a high
level, which shows that this method can resist external attacks in the transmission process.

Figure 5: Data integrity transmitted by different methods
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5 Epilogue

This paper takes data as the core, realizes the unified definition of data in data registration center,
data authority center and data exception center through data element feature collection, It manages
and serves various applications through data application unit and establishes a large platform of data
and an ecosystem of fragmented application to explore beneficially the whole structure of software.
Thus, digital right management is realized in the secure transmission of dynamic encryption based
on terminal data anti disclosure file, DRM), which can realize automatic protection in the transient
of sensitive data file generation, storage and transmission, as well as prevent the illegal replication,
leakage and diffusion of sensitive data through conditional access control strategy, and realize the
close combination of data authority control and business through fine-grained operation control and
identity control strategy, which has an impact on the existing business process of users. The encryption
method is used to design the encryption of data terminal file, construct the key protocol of data
terminal file encryption, combine the arithmetic coding and encryption key construction method to
realize the safe transmission of data terminal file, and draw the following conclusions through the
experimental results:
(1) In the process of data transmission, the encrypted file can be effectively encrypted, the bit
sequence becomes longer, the transmission recognition rate is reduced, and it has high security.
(2) When the file size is 50 KB, the encryption time of this method is only 2S. This method has a
shorter encryption time and a higher encryption efficiency.
(3) When the file size is 60 KB, the data transmission integrity of this method is 93%. The data
integrity of this method has been kept at a high level, and has a strong ability to resist external
attacks.
To sum up, this method has better anti attack performance in data terminal file encryption and
higher file transmission security.
Because of the randomness, energy limitation and time delay sensitivity of file transfer, how to
solve these problems will be further studied in the future.
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